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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF RAPIDCREEKITE.
Ca2(SO/(GO'XH2O)4, AND ITS RELAIION

TO THE STRUCTURE OF GYPSUM
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AssrRAsr

The crystal structure of rapidcreekite, Ca2(SOr(COt(tlzO)q, a15.5l7(2),b 19.226(3),c 6.1646(8) A, y 1839.0@) N, Pcnb,
Z = 8, bas been solved by direct methods and refined to an R index of 4,47o bwed on 943 observed (5o) reflections measured
with MoKcr X-radiarion. There are two unique Ca sites, both of which are coordinated by six oxygen anions and two (HzO)
groups in a square antiprism arrangement. There is one unique J site coordinated by a tetrahedron of oxygen anions, and one
C site coordinated by a triangle of oxygen anions. (CaQ) polyhedra share edges to form chains along [001] that are cross-linked
in the [010] direction into a sheet by (CO) triangles aad (SO) tetrahedra; the resulting sheet is the structural unit of
rapidcreekite. In1ff-uni1 linkage is provided by al array of H-bonds involving the (H2O) groups of the sheet; this weak intentitial
bonding accounts for the perfect { 100} cleavage of rapidcreekite. The structure of rapidcreekite is related to the sffucture of
gypsum by twinning ofthe gypsum structure along alternate rows of (SOi groups coupled with incorporation of (CO) groups
along each nvin plane.

Keywords: rapidcreekite, crystal structure, sulfate, carbonate, hydrogen bonding.

SoMlaens

Nous avons afftnd la stucture cristalline de la rapidoeekite, Ca2(SO/(COTXHzO)a, a l55l7Q), b 19.226(3), c 6.1646(8)
A, y tafS.O(+) 43, Pcnb,Z= 8, par m6thodes tlirectes jusqul un *&a,a i ae +.4Eo en uiilisant 943 r6flexions observ6es (5o) et
mesurdes avec un rayonnement MoKa. La structure contient deux positions distinctes occult'es par le calcium, dans les deux
cas en coordinence avec six atomes d'oxygbne et deux gloupes H2O agenc6s en antiprisme carr6. ks atomes de soufre occupent
une seule position i coordinence t6tra6drique avec quatre atomes d'oxygbne, et les atomes de carbone sont entour€s par trois
atomes d'oxygdne en arrangement triangulaire. ks polybdres (Ca$) partagent des ar6tes pour former des chalnes le long de
[001], interconnect6es dans la direction [010] par triangles (CO) et t6habdres (SO) pour former des feuilles qui sont l'unit6
stnrcturale de base. Irs [ens entre ces unit6s sont assur6s par un r6seau de liaisons hy&ogbne impliquant les groupes (H2O) des
feuillets; ces faibles liaisons interstitielles rendent compte du clivage { 100} parfait. On peut relier la sfucnre de la rapidcreekite
i celle du gypse en maclant celle-ci le long de chaque deuxibme rang6e de groupes (SO/ et en ajoutant des groupes (CO) le
long de chaque plan de macle' 

crraduit par la R6draction)

Mots-cl6s: rapidcreekite, structure cristalline, sulfate, carbonate, Iiaison hydrogOne.

INTRoDUcfloN

Rapidcreekite, a hydrated calcium carbonate-
sulfate, was described by Roberts et alq.(I986) from a
sequence ofLower Cretaceous (Albian) ironstones and
shales in the Rapid Creek - Big Fish River area of the
northern Yukon Territory. It occurs as a secondary
phase on dilatedjoint-surfaces and bedding planes in a
blocky quartz-rich bed in the sideritic iron-formation,
and is associated with gypsum, aragonite and kulanite.
Rapidcreekite occurs as radiating sprays of while to
colorless acicular crystals, up to 2 mm long and 40 pm
in diameter.

ExpeRn/EI.{tAL

The material on which the stiucture was solved is
from Crosscut Creek, Rapid Creek area, Yukon
Territory, and was purchased from a mineral dealer.
Rapidcreekite diffracts exftemely weakly and tends to
give diffuse reflections owing to its occurrence as
subparallel aggregates. The crystal used for the
collection of the intensity data is a fiber, flattened on
{010} and elongate along [001]. It was mounted on a
Siemens P4 utamatpd four-circle diffractomeler and
oriented using all thirty-eight reflections (5 <2e <25')
that could be detecled on a long-exposure (70 min)
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TABLE 1. MISCEI.IANEOUS INFORMATION FOR MPIDCREEKM

a (A) 15.617121 Crystat size (!ml

b 19.226{31 mdiation

c 6.1646(8) No, of intensities

v(Ag) 1839.0(4) No. of l4l>sotlF.l)
Sp. Gr. Pcnh min. lransisslon

Z A mu. tranmi$ion

mp (mm-r) 1.52 F(obs| ?o

D. {g.cm{) 2.227 wfr(obel %

call contsnt: 8lCaz(SOJ(COJ4HrO|

, r  - : ( l4 l - l4 l lE lF . l

wn = t:wllFol-lFi12ffit, w - 1 lteF + 0.0A02612l

rotation photogaph srith the generator at maximum
power (55 kV, 50 mA). Refined cell-dimensions are
grven in Table 1. A total of 2698 unique reflections
were collected over one asymmetric unit (4 < 2e < 60':
7 l<h<0,0<k<27,8<1.0)  ut  ur"*  speed of  1.33 '
20lmilr.. Two check reflections were monitored every
50 reflections; there was no significant change in their
dffiacted intensities through the period of the data
collection. Of the 2698 unique reflections, only 943
exce€ded five standard deviations based on counting
statistics, indicating tle weakness of the diffraction.
Absorption was corrected for by Gaussian quadrature
integration, and the standard data-reduction corrections
were done.

Srrucnrne Sor,rmoN exo Rmntmrmn

Scattering curyes for neuhal atoms, together with
coefficients of anomalous dispersion, were taken from
the International Tables for X-ray Crystallograplry,
Vol. 4 (Ibers & Hamilton L974). R and wR indices are
of the conventional form and are given as percentages.

The sfructure was solved by direct methods. The E
statistics indicate that the sffucture is cenfrosvmmetric.

TABLE 3. SELFCTED INTERATOMIC DISTANCES (A) AND ANGLES T)
IN FAPIDCREEKITE

44x26x14Q

Mo/(q/Gmphits

2698

943

0.9388

0.9672

4.4

4.6

C€(1)-o(t)

C€(1)-o(1)a

Ca(11-O(2)

ca(11-O(2)b

Ca(.l)-O(3)

C€(11-O(4)

Ca(11-t(1la

c;nt-w2tb
<Cr(1)-O>

s-o(1)

2.360(6)
2.689(7t
2.366(6)
2.499(71
2.519(7)
2.473t71
2.461t71

2.425(61
2.473

1.457(6)

Cal2l-O(4'l

C€(2)-O(5)

C€P)-o(5lb

C€(2)-O(6)c

C€(2)-O(6)d

CaeFO0la

ca(21-W3)b

Ca(21-W4)

<Cr(21-O>

c-o|c)
C-O(4)a
c-o(5)
<c-o>

2.472171
2.300(7)
2.405(71
2.407t61
2.538(7)
2.540(71
2.440t6l,

2.604171
2,45',1

't.27t1l

r .31 (1 )
1.27(11
1.24

s-o(3)b 1.481(71

s-o(6)b 1.476171

s-o(7) 1.461(7)

<s-o > 1.469

Cr(1) polyhsdron

Wlla-|/il.2lb 3.797191

C€(21 po|yhadton

,143)b-V144) 3.793(91

S tstmhodron

o(1)-o(3)b
o(1)-o(6)b
o(1)-o(7)
o(3)b-o(6)b
o(3)b-o(7)
o(6)b-or)
<o-o>

2.360(9)
2.421(91
2.419(9)
2.431(9't
2.401(91
2.362(9)
2.397

C d€ngle

0(21-0(4)6 2.21A|.9l

0(21-0(6) 2.260lSl

O(4la-O(6) 2.208(sl

<oJo> 2.u6

w1l€-ca{1t-w2tb 102.oe't

t/I143lb-Cal2l-y/4.41. 1OO.2{21

o(l)-s-o(3)b 106.3(4)

o(rl-s-o{6)b 111.4t41

o(11-s-o(7) 112.4141
o(3lb-s-o(6)b 110.7(4)
o(3)b-s-o(7) 109.4(4)

o(6)b-s-o(7) 107.r(4)
<o-s-o>

o(2)-C-O(4la

o(2)-c-o(6)

O(4)a-C-O(5)

<o-c-o>

109.6

1 18.4(8)

124.3{71

117.2lgl

120.O

Symmotry opemtorc: a: V +'A, y, z + tA, bt V + 1A, y, z-% i cz V + %,
y-%, 7 +'A; d: x, y-tA, V + 1, a: 7, y +'/., a l: x-1A, V + l/2. z + %i
g : V . 1 , 7 + t i  n : V + t , l + t A ,  a  i : V + ' A ,  y ,  z + %

TABLE 2. F$!AL PAIIAMETERS FOR RAPIDCREEKTE

y . ' U ^ U r U z U s U s U n u e

Cr(l) 0.3341111
Cal2l O.327Bl1t
s 0.1688(2)
c 0.1914(5)
olll 0.2247t41

0l2l 0.2137t41
o(3) 0.9898(41
o(4) 0.3712(3)
o(5) 02286141
0(6) 0.2810(4)
om 0.118r(4)
wtlt 0.0894(41

w2t 0,047e@t

w3t o,o74avl

0.2806t1t 0.2009(3)
0.063311t 0.1993(3)
0.4193(1) 0.026€t4)
0.1739(6) 0.431(1)
0.3589(3) 0.050(1)
0.2329(31 0.357(1)
0.4039{3t 0.34:t{1)
0.1714(4t 0.073S(9)
0.116813t 0.393(1)
O.rtg3ol3) 0.494{11
o.4321t3t 0222t11
0.2389(31 0.013t1)
0.3236(4) 0.4{t6t1l
0.0t96(3) 0.397(11

126(5) 12S(9t 106(9)
127161 133t9) 98(9)
127$1 140(9t 99t9t
1 r3(23) 108(38) r 13(39)
196(21) 1go(36t r68(34)
150t20) 185(33) sot31l
179(20) 162(33t 129(331
16rr7') 166(281 118(28t
170(211 184t37) 109(311
166(20) 236(361 103(3lt
198{2'u 203(35) 202(371
221(211 186(34) 231(38)
248121) 181(301 307(37t
182(20' 1?3G3) 211(36)

140(9) -5(81

149(91 -2(s)

143(11) -21(9t

t2O(,O) -12148t

250(39) 32(33)
175(3s) 2t271
246(39) -34(30'

r7r(3r) -37(35t

216(401 29(30)
160(361 0t30)
168(361 ll30t
248(4t -14{33)

267(39) 4Bt41l
162(36) 1g(31t

E{121 t{S)
4112t -3(9'

-13il31 -201131
-24132t 3S(43)
-6E(341 80e0)

51(29t -6S(28t

40(31) -27t281
-29t27) 8(321

88(29) TQAI
-63(31) 2?(29)

65(2S) -26(30)
-4{33) -32(31)

-79(30) -82(381
-60(29) -53e9)

' Glu4 quotod ars x lot

1l 2@t21 140(31 )vyt4t 0.4341141 0.0914(3|
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olll o.3:l 1.6,{
0.1 4

ot2t 0.31 1.39
o.22

ot3) o.21 1 ,44

ol4t o.24 0.24 1.20

ot?) o,20 1.62

u 1't o.25

w2l o.21

wt3l 0.26

TAIN.E 4. BONDVAT"ENCEI TAH.E FOF NAPiDCBEEKITE

Cat'll Cal2l S C H(1) H(21 H(31 H{4) H(51 H(8) H(a Hl8) :
angles are glen in Table 3, and the empirical bond-
valence table is shown as Table 4. Observed and
calculated structure-factors may be obtained from The
Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI, National
Research Council, Ottawa, ontario KlA 0S2.

DrscussroN

Cation coordination

All sites occupy the general position in rapid-
creekite. There is one C site coordinhled by three
oxygen atoms in a triangular arrangement with a
<C-O> distance of 1.28 A, a typical value for the
(CO3) group. There is one S site coordinated by four
oxygen atoms in a tetrahedral arrangement with a
<S-O> distance of 1.47 A, in the normal range for the
(SO) group. There are fwo distinct Ca sites, and
their coordinations are very similar (Fig. 1). Each
Ca is coordinatpd by six oxygen atoms in the
range 2.3U2.69 A and two (H2O) groups in the range
2.43-2.50 A, and a strong pseudosymmetry is apparent
between the two coordination polyhedra (Ftg. 1).

Topology of the stntcnral unit

The (CaQ) polyhedra (Q: unspecified ligand) share
edges to form a staggered [CaQ6] chain extending along
[001] @g. 2). One side of the chain links to a (CO3)
group that shares an edge with one (Ca$s) polyhedron
and a corner with the other (CaQ) polyhedron; the
other side ofthe chain links to an (SO) group that also
shares an edge with one (CaQ6) polyhedron and a
corner with the other (CaQ) polyhedron. The resulting

o , l

o.2 0.2 2.06

1.88

2,O2

!e2

0.06 2.10

0.37 1-37
o.23

o.2a 1.47
0.20

o.8 0.8
o.2

0.8 0.8 '1.97

0.9 0.8 0.06 2.11

0.8 0.9 2.O2

t 1.97 2.06 6.97 3.S6 ' t .O 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

. pa@d6B lom &oM (1981)

and the solution with the highest combined figure of
merit in the space group Pcnb gave the structure. Full-
mafrix least-squares refinement for an anisotropic-
displacement model converged to an fi index of 4.4Vo.
We were unable to definitely locate the H atoms on
difference-Fourier rnaps. However, (OfD and (HzO)
group$ were identified on the basis of bond-valence
criteri4 and are designated as OH and I,7, respectively.
Final atomic positions and displacement factors are
given in Table 2, selected interatomic distances and

Ca(1) Ca(2)
FIc. 1. The Ca(1)Q3 and Ca(2)Q3 coordination polyhedra in rapidcreekite; line-shaded

circles: Ca atoms; highlighted circles: O atoms; unshaded circles: H2O groups.

o(1)
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F-- C --+l

FIG. 2. The structural unit in rapidcreekite, viewed down [00]; the heteropolyhedral sheet
consists of chains of edge-sharing CaQ, polyhedra extending along the c axis and
cross-linked in the & direction altemately by strips of CO3 groups and SOa groups.
Black triangles: CO, groups; random-dot-shaded tetrahedra: SOa groups; Ca polyhe-
dra and HrO groups are shown as in Fig. 1.

b

linkage forms a heteropolyhedral sheet (Fig. 2) that
shows extreme compositional layering, chains of
(CaQ) polyhedra alternating with rows of (CO3)
grcups and (SO) groups. This sheet is parallel to
{100} and is the stuctural unit of rapidcreekite, and
has the same chemical composition as the minslal; the
structural unit is neutral. and there are no interstitial
species.

Hydrogen bonding

We could not locate the H-atom positions directly
from the diffraction data. However. a sensible scheme
of H-bonding was derived from stereochemical
relations and bond-valence arguments. First, all short
(i.e., <3.2 Al w-o arlrd, W-W distances were listed.
Hydrogen-bond donor-acceptor pairs do not involve
anions forming an edge of a single coordination
polyhedron (Baw 1972, 1973) (except where the
coordination polyhedron involves a monovalent cation

of high coordination number), and hence such pairs
were deleted from the list ofpotential donor-acceptor
pairs. Next, potential acceptor anions that already had

' l{/ .1l*l,v(1te 2.808(12)
w1l--o(2) 2.868t51
w1'L--w4tb 2.471|Bl

. w2't*ol4r 2.421E}
w2l*o|7, 2.793110'

. tr143)*t/143)S 2.7 46(121
tv(3)-o(3)c 2.729(9)

. wt4)*o(3)h 2.84ix8)
w4r*-w1li 2.871t01
w4't--w3\ 2.978151

H(tl 'c,1i.lle-yi|.1t-Ocl 132.1(21

H(2) W(rle-1.1411-w(4)b 91.5(3)

Ht2t ol2l-w1t-w4tb 96.6(3)

H(3) Ot4tf-W2t-O(7' 118.7(3)

H(41

H(5) Wl3)s-t143)-O(3lc 101.5(3)

H(6)

H(7) O(3)h-Wt4)-W(1)i 96.7(31

H(8) O(3)h-WI4)-t/V(3li 107.4(31

H(8) 'r'(lti-!/4/.4)-r/l^3ti 111.7(3)

r H-bonding acr6 struclurql unhs
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[ "

w(2)

w(3)

Ftc. 3. The I;lz-group environments in rapidcreekite viewed down [100]; H-bonds within the plane of the structural unit are
shown by heavy broken lines; legend as in Fig. 2.

103

b

their bond-valence requirements satisfied by bonds
within the structural unit [able 4) also were removed
from the list. The resulting H-bond scheme is shown in
Table 5, and the stereochemical details of each (H2O)
group is shown in Figures 3 and 4; Figure 3 shows the
H-bonding within the plane of the sffuctural unit, and
Figure 4 shows the H-bonding that connects the
structural units into a tbree-dimensional structure.
The H(1) atom of the IIr(1) group bonds to a W(1)
group of the adjacent sheet @g. 4, Table 5); the H(2)
atom of the W(1) group is bifircated and bonds to both
an O(2) atom of the neighboring (CaQ) polyhedron
and to a W(4) group in the [CaQ6] chain across the
ribbon of (CO3) groups (Frg. 3). The H(3) atom of
the W(2) group bonds to an O(4) atom of an adjacent
structural unit (Fig. 4), and the H(4) atom bonds to an
O(7) atom of the neighboring (SO) group (Fig. 3). The
H(5) atom of the W(3) group bonds to aW(3) group in
the adjacent structural unig and the H(6) atom bonds to
an O(3) atom of the neighboring (SO) group (Frg. 3).

The H(7) atom of the W(4) group bonds to an O(3)
atom of an adjacent structural unit (Fig. 4) ; the H(8)
atom forms a bifircated H-bond to a W(1) group in the
next [Ca$61 chain and to a W(3) group in the same
lCaQol chain.

The inter-unit linkage is shown in Figure 4, where
the chemical layering within each sfructural unit is
displayed very prominently. All bonding between
structural units involves only weak H-bonds (Iables 4,
5), accounting for the perfect {100} cleavage in rapid-
creekite.

Relatfun to other structures

Rapidcreekite shows strong chemical and structural
affinities with gypsum (Atoji & Rundle 1958, Cole &
Lancucki 1974, Pedersen & Semmingsen L982), a
mineral with which it occurs. As indicated in Table 6,
replacement of half the sulfate groups by carbonate
groups in the gypsum formula produces the rapid-
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b#
Frc. 4. The structure ofrapidcreekite viewed down [001]; legend as in Fig. 2. Adjacent structural units are cross-linked by hydro-

gen bonding (shown by dotted lines; bonds terminated by arlews link fs the conesponding adon one unit-cell length below
the plane of the projection. The numbers indicate the following donor-acceptor pairs: 1: W(l)...W(l);2: W(2)...O(4);
3: w(3)...w(3); 4: w(4)...o(3).

T
I
I
a

I
t
I

creekite formula, Figure 5 shows a view of the
structural unit in gypsum; it is a sheet consisting of
chains of edge-sharing CaQ, polyhedra cross-linked
into a sheet by rows of (SO/ groups. The structural
unit of gypsum can be transfomed into ttre structural
unit ofrapidcreekite by trrinning along alternate rows
of (SO/ goups. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.
At each allemate (SO) row, the structure is twinned by
rotation of 180o about a [00] axis. This process

TABLE 6. CHEMICAL FORMUTAE OF GYPSUM.
FAPIDCREEKM AND A HYPOTHETTCAT

CAREONATE STRUCTURE

Gypsum Ca2 (SOJ (SO4, 4H2O

Rapidcreekite Ca2 {SOd (CO3} 4H2O

Hypolhetical Cs2 (CO3) (CO3) 4H?O

reverses the cant of the CaQs polyhedra in adjacent
chains (cl Figs. 5, 6) andproduces triangles ofO atoms
at the fwin plane (Fig. 6). Occupancy of these triangles
by C atoms produces tle structural unit in rapidcreekite
(Fie.2).

The gypsum structure may twin in this fashion at
every row of (SO) groups. This would result in a
structure consisting of chains of edge-sharing (CaQ)
polyhedra ltuked only by rows of (COr) groups
(Frg. 7). Although this chemical formula and structural
arrangement do not correspond to any known mineral
or synthetic compound, there seems no crystal-
chemical or shuctural reason why this arrangement
cannot occur. This hypothetical [Ca2(CO.)z(HzO)+]
sheet somewhat resembles the pa2(CO3):@zo)rl
structural unit of lanthanite @al Negro et aI. 1977).
The latter sheet consists of edge-sharing chains of
LaQlq polyhedra cross-linked by (CO) groups. La01s
polyhedra are canted in different directions in adjacent
chains, and altemate rows of (CO) groups point in
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Frc. 5. The structure of
gypsum (space group
AJc,a6 .28 ,b l5 . l5 ,
c 5.67 A, F 114.2')
projected onto (010);
tle unit cell is out-
lhed by the thick
black lines, with
legend as in Fig. 2.

\ :_C+

Ftc. 6. The building mechanism of rapidcreekite ftom the gypsum structue. At each altemate row of (SO) groups in the
glpsum structure (marked by thick black lines to the left of tle structure), the structure is twinned by a two-fold rotation
about the t1001 axis. This operation reverses the tilt of elternate rows of (CaQ) polyhedra and forms triangles of O atoms
(shown in heavy broken lines) at each twin boundary.
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Ftc. 7. A hypotttetical carbonate strucfire of composition CaCO3(H2O)2 formed by twinning the gypsum structure @ig. 5) every
(SO) row (thick lines at the left ofthe figure).

\

+
+

ac+
,^"

opposite directions. However, the sheet in lanthanite
differs by having an additional (CO.) group per La
cation decorating the surface of the sheet; each (CO3)
group provides an additional two ligands per La cation
necessary for La to achieve [10]-coordination.
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